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Lnterstellar grain components have been regularly studied in a variety of CM2 chondrites. 
Because of the abundance of Allende, the CV3 group has also been the focus of much 
attention. Orgueil, a CI chondrite, the enstatite group and ordinary chondrites have all been the 
subject of investigations on more than one occasion. In contrast, type C 0 3  chondrites have 
been almost completely ignored, although they were amongst the earliest meteorites considered 
for the presence of noble gas anomalies (1). A number of workers (2 - 6) have speculated 
about the r81e of metamorphism in the survival of interstellar grains during meteorite parent 
body processes; the C 0 3  chondrites would seem to offer an excellent opportunity to study 
such effects since they define a complete metamorphic sequence (7). We have commenced a 
study of carbon and nitrogen and their isotopes in a series of samples including Colony, ALHA 
77307 3.0, Kainsaz 3.1, Felix 3.2, Ornans 3.3, LancC 3.4, ALHA 77003 3.5 and Warrenton 
3.6; an unclassified CO type meteorite, Acfer 094, from the Sahara has been included. Our 
aim is to acquire data using stepped combustion from samples at the various stages involved in 
preparing concentrates of interstellar grains. This paper reports progress in the overall 
pro gramme. 

C 0 3  meteorites show bulk carbon abundance varying from 0.13 to 1.0 wt % and with 
6 1 3 ~ s  which range from -2.0 to -19.9% (seeTable). There is no unambiguous trend in either 
of the basic data sets but intuitively the lower petrologic types seem to be richer in carbon. 
Only LancC is an obvious exception to this rule. Bulk carbon values will clearly be affected by 
the presence of variable amounts of contamination. Since as a general principle Antarctic 
meteorites are relatively "clean", ALHA 77307 and 77003 may provide most representative 
data. Neither of these meteorites exhibit substantial low temperature, isotopically light carbon 
normally considered synonymous with a terrestrial component, whereas all the other samples 
have some contribution of this nature; Colony, LancC and Felix are the worst affected. Kainsaz 
however, seems to be only marginally contaminated and has a large indigenous carbon 
component of 6 1 3 ~  = -15 to -16%0 accounting for its overall light isotopic composition. After 
treatment of the samples with HF/HCl, removal of the mineral matrix increases the C content 
to between 28.6 wt % (Ornans) and 52.9 wt % (Kainsaz). A fraction (ca. 10%) of the 
carbonaceous material is lost during the process and the increased 6 1 3 ~  values observed 
suggest that some of the terrestrial contamination may have been removed during and 
dissolution. Kainsaz still has the lowest 6 l 3 ~  of the samples so far analysed. Considering the 
release profiles for the carbon liberated by stepped combustion from HF/HCl residues, there 
appears to be a significant shift to higher temperature in peak yield according to the 
progression, Colony (5000C), Kainsaz (5500C), Ornans (6000C), LancC (6500C). It is 
possible that such a trend is indxating an increasing degree of crystallinity in the carbon for the 
higher metamorphic types. The 613C values for the bulk of the carbon in HF/HCl residues are 
typically higher than CV3 or CM2 samples at the equivalent stage of processing. 

A raison d'etre for the current work is to study the abundance and properties of the 
interstellar component of the C03  group. Four samples have been processed to the stage of 
oxidative acid treatment but only two have been analysed so far. The abundance of diamond 
seems to follow the metamorphic sequence in that Kainsaz 3.1 contains 213 ppm Cg whereas 
LancC 3.4 only has 63 ppm. Both show 615N minima in keeping with the values observed for 
diamond from other sources, -332%0 and -347%0 respectively. The variation of C/N ratio as a 
function of nitrogen release when compared to diamond from other chondrites is intermediate 
between Cold Bokkeveld and Allende, see fig.(4). Kainsaz and LancC in fact have very similar 
C/N values with no indication of preferential metamorphic destruction of N rich diamond 
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suggested by Fisenko et a1 (6). We should point out however that Sears et at (8) dispute the 
classification of Kainsaz as a type 3.1 prefering from TL measurements a 3.5 grouping. 

As yet no completely oxidised sample has been specifically analysed for the presence of 
Sic. All the bulk specimens investigated show 613C values which increase with temperature 
up to 12000C suggesting that every meteorite considered, even Warrenton 3.6, contains some 
high temperature heavy carbon. The two Antarctic meteorites ALHA 77307 3.0 and ALHA 
77003 3.5 give the highest 8l3C values at 12000C which reach + 23 and + 12%0 respectively. 
The HF/HCl residues of four of the specimens have been considered but only Colony shows 
any evidence for the sort of features caused by interstellar grains in CI, CM2, CV3 and 
enstatite chondntes, in that a 6 1 3 ~  of + 374%0 is seen for the carbon burning at 9000C. For the 
other three specimens the highest 6 1 3 ~  encountered is only just greater than that observed in 
the bulk and is at a much lower temperature, e.g. Ornans +13.9%00 at 7000C and LancC + 9.8%0 
at 7500C. 

So far we have avoided mention of Acfer 094; the bulk carbon measurement makes this 
meteorite interesting, it has the highest carbon abundance of the meteorites listed in the Table 
and during stepped combustion of the bulk sample the 6 1 3 ~  changes by very little 
-2.7 k 1.5960 in 11 steps over the temperature range 200 to 7500C. None of the other C 0 3  
meteorites show such heavy carbon, therefore it is possibly inappropriate to consider Acfer 
094 as part of the C 0 3  suite. Bischoff (pers. cornm.) has already recognised that Acfer 094 is 
anomalous in that INAA trace element data suggest that it has CM affinities. Our stepped 
combustion measurements reveal 613C values rising to + 70700 at 12000C suggesting that 
whatever its classification, Acfer 094 contains interstellar Sic and is probably very primitive. 
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 meteorite Sub-type 

Colony 3.0 

XLHA77307 3.0 

Kainsaz 3.1 

Felix 3.2 

Omans 3.3 

hl~i 3.4 

ALHA77003 3.5 

Warrenton 3.6 

Acfer 094 

Whole Rock 

C 8  S'3C 7m 

0.46 -8.8 

0.78 -9.0 

0.61 -16.4 

0.42 -15.4 

0.13 -12.9 

0.52 -17.7 

0.18 -7.5 

0.29 -19.9 

1 .00 -2.0 


